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PRAIRIE SCHOOL
Landscape architects
help steer a regional park
system into the future
by honoring the past.

I

S MICHIGAN A PRAIRIE STATE? Even
many of us who grew up there associate
the state’s landscape more with woods
and lakes than with open grasslands.
But the James Clarkson Environmental
Discovery Center, winner of a 2008 ASLA
Honor Award, shows Michiganders and
others a thing or two about the state’s ecological history as well as how landscape architects can lead a diverse team on a complex, long-term restoration project.
The center is the newest showplace at Indian
Springs Metropark in White Lake, Michigan, a
little more than an hour’s drive northwest of Detroit, where lakes and open
space start to appear between the subdivisions, car dealerships, and office
parks. Indian Springs is one of 13
Metroparks in a five-county area
along the Huron and Clinton rivers
insoutheasternMichigan.Theparks
are spacious —Indian Springs, by

Much of Michigan’s original landscape
was open, above, with drifts of grasses
and forbs scattered with trees and smaller
forested areas. The simple materials used in this project, right, keep the focus on the sweep of the landscape.
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By Linda McIntyre

no means the biggest, comprises more than
2,200 acres—and, with miles of hiking, cycling, and equestrian trails, 10 golf courses,
canoe and other boat rentals, pool and lake
swimming,fishing,picnicking,andsledding,
they draw millions of visitors every year.
A big part of the Metroparks’ mission is
education. The system includes 10 nature
centers, two farm learning centers, a historic
mill, and a roving 48-foot trailer that serves
as a mobile learning center, taking the natural
world to area kids who have a hard time
getting to the parks themselves. The
Huron–Clinton Metropolitan Authority
(HCMA), which has run the parks
since it was established in
1939, has been able to balance area residents’ diverse
needs with plenty of options
available for those who want to
learn, those who want to play,
and those who just want to spend
some time with nature.
Good Green Fun

The balance might have shifted a bit in
recent years, however, if the history of this
project is any indication. Back in 1997,

DESIGN

when most of Indian Springs Metropark
except a golf course comprised natural areas used for passive recreation such as picnicking and hiking, the HCMA began work
on plans for a water park at Indian Springs.
Similar amenities were popular at other
Metroparks, and a “family aquatic center”
was part of the park’s long-term master
plan. But the community resisted—to
many, a water park didn’t seem like the
right thing in these less-developed surroundings at the outer edges of the Detroit
suburbs, and residents were concerned
about the prospect of pumping a lot of water out of the aquifer feeding the Huron
and Clinton rivers (the headwaters of the
Huron are in the park and those of the Clinton are nearby). A citizens’ group, the Clinton–Huron Ecology Coalition, led a campaign against the project, and the board of
governors of Springfield Township, which
had adopted conservation zoning, rejected
it. So the HCMA staff went back to the
drawing board, and in-house landscape architect Sue Nyquist, jumping off another
68
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The site, comprising about 60 acres, features a range of wet and dry ecosystems indigenous
to this part of Michigan, above. The design invites exploration and discussion, below.

DESIGN

element in the master plan, ran with the
idea of an environmental education center.
This wouldn’t be just any nature center—
there were plenty of those around already,
including a small one at Indian Springs.
“We knew this had to be different and go
beyond showing kids things like maple

Prairie plants take some time to establish, but they are flourishing in this restored landscape.

sugaring and colorful fall foliage,” says
Paul Muelle, HCMA’s chief of natural resources. “We wanted to show the range
and interdependency of our regional
ecosystems.” In addition, there was a

Burn, Baby, Burn
RESCRIBED BURNS are the best way to maintain prairie and savanna landscapes. The
fires hinder the growth of woody trees and shrubs, helping to maintain the open canopy
necessary for prairie forbs and grasses to thrive.
Timed correctly—fire has the greatest impact on plants that are actively growing—spring
burning can inhibit the growth of exotic cool-season grasses while stimulating the growth of
native warm-season grasses and forbs. A program combining spring, fall, and occasional summer burns most closely resembles natural patterns and, over the long term, will promote the
highest level of biodiversity.
While remnant and restored prairies and savannas can be maintained with burns every two
to five years, disturbed sites will have to be burned more frequently to eradicate invasive
species and prepare a system favorable to appropriate plants.
A site should never be burned in its entirety; areas of refuge must be left to protect prairie
wildlife such as turtles, snakes, and insects. Commonly practiced ring fires can trap slowermoving wildlife, while slowly back-burning a portion of a site, or burning in small strip patterns, gives creatures the opportunity to escape or seek cover.

P

—From A Land Managers’ Guide to Prairies and Savannas in Michigan: History, Classification, and Management, 2006, Michigan Natural Features Inventory. For more information on
maintaining landscapes in your region with prescribed burns, contact your Extension Service.
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growing sense that older students in the
region, those in junior high, high school,
and even college, were underserved in environmental education programs.
The best way to reach all of these students, the HCMA staff decided, was
through the landscape. “That was the kernel of the whole idea and the basis for the
project,” says Mike Arens, HCMA’s chief
engineer. “We wanted to highlight biodiversity, the interdependency of the different systems, and resource conservation. I
made it a point to hire the landscape architects first.”
The idea was fleshed out in a master plan
by a project team led by MSI Design, a
landscape architecture and planning firm
in Columbus, Ohio. They worked with
HCMA staff, teachers from area schools, and
research scientists to make sure the project
would meet the ambitious educational
goals envisaged by HCMA. MSI plays this
role on many of its projects, says MSI principal Rick Espe, the design partner/project
manager for the center. “We see landscape
architects as the natural leaders of teams including architects, ecologists, and other
professionals,” he says.

Nature by Design

The project team sought to restore,
preserve, and highlight the diverse
ecosystems of southeastern Michigan—forest, wetlands, and, before
European settlers came in large
numbers in the early 19th century,
prairies and savannas—and to use
this restored landscape as a big outdoor classroom in which students
and visitors could both learn about
and engage them.
According to the Michigan Natural Features Inventory, the state’s
prairies and savannas disappeared
within decades when settlers used
fertile sites for growing crops and
grazing herds and converted other
open areas to residential and institutional uses. A significant drop-off in
the frequency of fires, many of which
had been set by the native Americans
who had previously populated the
areas, contributed to the fragmentation and disappearance of many of these
landscapes as forest species and exotic

Planted swales help to keep stormwater,
including runoff from the building, on site.
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shrubs, originally planted as ornamentals, took hold and thrived along
the extensive edges of prairie and savanna remnants.
MSI drew up a master plan in the
form of a development guidebook,
which itself won an award from the
Ohio ASLA chapter, and oversaw the
design and construction of the project, including choosing the site for
the building that houses the center.
Given the ambition and complexity of such a restoration, the landscape architects at MSI relied heavily on Muelle and John Kiertscher, a
restoration ecologist with Somerset,
Ohio-based Envirotech Consultants, who worked on the master
plan for the project and consulted
throughout the design and construction processes.
“John was in charge of determining which plants were most appropriate for each system, and we
worked with him on how to fit them into
the landscape,” says Espe. “We also had to
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DESIGN
determine, on a site-planning basis, how
to provide the best access for visitors.” The
crux of a project like this, he told us, is
striking a balance between design and ecological considerations. “While we worked
in some of the existing forest and wetlands,
this landscape was designed.”
Preserving, expanding, and restoring
habitat for threatened and endangered
species, including the eastern Massasauga
rattlesnake, Blanding’s turtle, and Henslow’s sparrow, was also a key objective.
“The first thing you do on a site like this is
make sure you understand what you have
and where things are, not only on the site
but adjacent to it,” says Kiertscher. To take
an inventory of the number and different
species of snakes, for example, the team
laid out large sheets of metal that, when
warm, were irresistible to the slithering
creatures.
The team had to learn about and consider the mating and other habits of the sensitive species—Massasauga rattlesnakes, for
example, are active in dry areas from midApril until late October and spend the
winter in wet areas. Kiertscher consulted
with Bruce Kingsbury, a biology professor
at Indiana-Purdue University and expert
on the conservation of endangered reptiles,
to make sure the design and the construc-
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Visitors are exhorted to stay on paths, above,
to avoid disrupting endangered snakes and
ground-nesting birds. The project team hopes
swaths of Lupinus perennis, left, will help bring
back the endangered Karner blue butterfly, whose
larvae feed on the plant. Council rings, below,
promote discussion among visiting school groups.

tion schedule allowed the snakes to forage
as usual.
Home on the Prairie

Work began with careful grading of the
site to reestablish more natural contours
favorable to a range of prairie and wetland
ecosystems and clearing of invasive species.
“We can’t know exactly what was there,”
says Kiertscher. “In a demonstration area,
you have to consider what was in the region and provide a realistic representation
while maximizing diversity.” At the same
time, however, you want to take as many
cues as you can from the site—its history,
soil, and hydrology.
This part of Indian Springs had been, in
its earlier incarnation before the park existed, open gravel fields and pasture, and over
the years various woody and herbaceous
plants, mostly nonnative, had staked their
claim on the land. While forested areas on
some parts of the site and a good array of
native sedges on the ground plane were
preserved, creating the prairie ecosystems
was more labor-intensive.
A (literally) scorched-earth policy is necessary to restore the appropriate plant
palette to a landscape in this disturbed

state, says Kiertscher. “You’ve got nothing
to preserve.” He spent a full growing season, from early spring to late fall, preparing
the site: clearing it of woody invasives,
burning to expose the soil, and carefully
treating emerging invasives with several
applications of a glyphosate-based herbicide. In late fall, the site was seeded with a
cover crop of oats as well as seeds of prairie
plants requiring cold stratification. The
following spring, the prairie emerged.
The project was designed to illustrate a
complex of prairie landscape types, each
featuring plant communities appropriate
to the situation. At the highest elevation,
where the team had found the right kind of
sandy and gravelly soil, the prairie barrens
are dotted with scattered trees and shrubs
and dominated by sedges, grasses, and
herbaceous plants. Meadows of Lupinus
perennis (lupine) were planted within the
barrens as part of an effort to reestablish
the endangered Karner blue butterfly, the
caterpillars of which feed exclusively on
this plant. At some points at the edges of

The project was designed to
illustrate a complex of prairie
landscape types, each
featuring plant communities
appropriate to the situation.
the barrens and near some of the trees scattered around the landscape, savanna species
were planted. The short-grass prairie sits a
little lower; this is still a quite dry environment, but many forbs and grasses
thrive. The more moderate hydrology of
the tallgrass prairie, covering the most area
in the prairie complex, makes possible a
more diverse and colorful plant palette.
The wet prairie occupies a transitional zone
between the prairie complex and wetlands
complex. While wet prairies occur in areas with a high water table and are frequently inundated, they can be quite dry at
times, so species from the nearby tallgrass
prairie and sedge fen wetland can be seen
here depending on conditions.
While a full spectrum of Midwestern
prairie landscapes are represented here,
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Existing wetlands, labeled “A,” were enhanced with a created low-nutrient pond, A-1; an emergent marsh, A-3; and
a lake, A-2, with marshy and sedge fen areas. The center’s
building includes a room underneath the pond that lets
visitors view its flora and fauna from the bottom up.

there are no distinct lines dividing one
from another—the borders, such as they
are, constantly shift as conditions (temperature and precipitation, for example) favor
different species at different times. “The
habitats are very entwined, even though
we describe them in absolute terms,” says
Kiertscher. “You see it on both the macro
and micro levels.”
Wet and Wild

The same is true in the wetlands complex,
where a range of systems bleed into one another. The design team took advantage of
the high water table by digging a lake to
provide an open water system suitable for
close study. At its edge, the open water
transitions to an emergent marsh and then
to a sedge fen, a wetland in which the wa74
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The borders of the prairie
landscapes constantly shift
as conditions favor different
species at different times.
ter is extremely alkaline. Typically, a spring
feeding such a fen flows through limestone
and deposits calcium into the system’s substrate. The fen here was created—a deep
well feeds water from a calcareous aquifer
into a substrate the project team moved to
the site from a nearby construction project
where appropriate material had been excavated. The fen is planted with sedges, rushes, and bulrushes.

Just outside the building, the designers
created another pair of wetland systems.
One, known as the “muck pond,” is a robust emergent marsh wetland area planted with rushes. “Kids can play around it
and study it closely without hurting anything,” says Kiertscher. It’s an active system, high in nutrients and hosting a wide
range of life forms, from diatoms to tadpoles to the dragonflies whose larvae live in
the water.
Next to the muck pond is another, very
different, created body of water that mimics a kettle pond (kettles are landforms resulting from the melting of blocks of ice
broken off receding glaciers). In contrast
to that of its neighbor, the environment in
the kettle pond is oligotrophic, or low in
nutrients. Oligotrophic lakes and ponds

typically have clear water and high oxygen
levels that support many species of fish.
Keeping this system in balance is a constant battle; geese have found this an attractive environment and both their waste
and the silt deposits caused by their pondside grazing have caused some algae
growth. The HCMA staff is reseeding the
pond’s banks with taller plants to discourage the geese and working to find a balance of plant and animal life, including
sunfish, bluegill, perch, walleye, and bass,
that will thrive in the pond environment.
The pond is also an integral part of the

The pond is an integral part
of the building’s geothermal
heating and cooling systems.
building’s geothermal heating and cooling
systems—water moves from a well
through the building to the pond and on
to the downstream ponds and wetlands.
But its most remarkable aspect is the “immersion classroom” at the end of a tunnel
on the building’s lower level—a 20-footdiameter, nine-foot-tall clear acrylic dome.
The landscape architects came up with the
idea in their concept plan and made sure
that architects under consideration for the
project were qualified to design the
specifics. They had previously designed
windows on water environments, such as
those in zoo habitats, but had not done a
project featuring total immersion. It’s not
surprising that this was among the most
difficult aspects of the project; leaks and
seepage, along with construction difficulties from winter weather, delayed its opening past that of the rest of the center. But
when we visited the park earlier this year,
the underwater room gave us a unique perspective on underwater life. Some algae
was visible, but so were healthy-looking
fish and plants.
The building was designed using Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Silver benchmarks, although
HCMA did not pursue LEED certification
owing to the high cost. The parking lot
was built with planted bioswales to infiltrate runoff from the lot and the building.
The water from a spray shower for
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Speakers standing in the center of this
council ring, left, can hear their words echo
as the contours of the site reflect sound
waves. The “muck pond,” below, invites close
examination of the larvae and plants that
thrive in this high-nutrient environment.

DESIGN

younger children is captured and used to
irrigate the golf course. If the volume exceeds the capacity of the irrigation system’s holding tank, it is directed through
a series of pipes and channels, aided by
gravity and control valves, to the fen and
other wetlands on the site to infiltrate
back to the aquifer.
The center opened to the public in
April 2005, and Landscape Architecture visited on a cool, sunny day in mid-May of
this year when spring was well under way but the prairie plants were
just awakening for the season or
bouncing back from sectional prescribed maintenance burns. The
overall effect was mostly green but
not, at this point, lush—prairie
plants come into their own in late
summer and early autumn, when
grasses hit their stride and flowering plants such as goldenrod and liatris show their colors.
Signs near the building’s entrance explained why the landscape
looked a little rough, but close inspection revealed a lot of activity:
Many plants, including the lupines
that bloom in blue waves later in
the season, were emerging, and
birds’ nests were evident in the
grasses. Warblers and frogs sang in
the wetlands, and majestic sandhill
cranes, long rare in this part of the
state, soared overhead. Even on a
weekday during the school year,
with few group visits in evidence,
76
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“We knew that showcasing
the interaction and interdependence of the different
ecosystems would involve
some time for maturation.”

the parking lot was filling up fast by late
morning.
Paths laid with crushed limestone made
it easy to explore the whole site, and council rings made of precast concrete serve as
gathering places or spots to sit and rest or
reflect. Boardwalks of recycled plastic lumber allowed us to explore the wetlands up
close. The simple materials keep the focus
on the landscape and don’t distract from
its sweeping quality. A demonstration garden, still in progress, shows visitors how
these native plants can be used in their
own home landscapes.

T

HIS IS NOT the sort of project that gives

designers or clients instant gratification.
“We knew that showcasing the interaction and interdependence of the different
ecosystems would involve some time for
maturation,” says Arens. Muelle estimated in early summer that the landscape was
about 90 percent finished as new and replacement plants are put in and volunteers continue to plant the
demonstration garden. Arens says
HCMA is continuing to work with
local teachers and others to fulfill
the center’s educational potential.
While stewardship and maintenance are crucial in this type of project, most of the heavy lifting, with
respect to both work for the designers and costs to HCMA, is finished.
Over time, the prairie plants’ roots
intertwine into a dense mass that
makes it easy for them to bounce
back from climatic or other stresses
and hard for weeds and invasives to
establish. “One of the nice things
about a prairie restoration,” says
Espe, “is that it might cost a little
bit more to maintain in its first few
years, but the costs drop dramatically after that.”
Despite the range of re-created
ecosystems, a visitor does not sense
a “patchwork” quality or abrupt
shifts from one kind of landscape to

another. Every element seems to belong
here—as, indeed, it does. Seeing the prairie
stretching across a Metropark was exhilarating and humbling to this Michigander,
who had previously associated prairies with
Illinois and other Midwestern states and
thought of Michigan as a place of birch
LAM
groves and piney woods.
PROJECT CREDITS Owner: Huron–Clinton
Metropolitan Authority (Gary Bartsch,
Mike Arens, Sue Nyquist, Paul Muelle,
Dan Duncan, David Mullanen, Kim
Jarvis, Steve Horn, Nolan Clark, Jim Soraghan, Laura Martin). Landscape architecture: MSI Design, Columbus, Ohio (Tim
Schmalenberger, ASLA, partner in charge;
Richard Espe, ASLA , design partner/project manager; Brad Kissling, ASLA,
project landscape architect; Jennifer
Gelb). Environmental consultant: Envirotech
Consultants Inc., Somerset, Ohio (John
Kiertscher, Karl Curry, Carla Stimmel,
Harold Gilbert, Vicki Derr). Architect:
SmithGroup Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan
(Paul Urbanek, John Richards, Lokman
Abbas, Brian Ingham, Jill Stewart, David
Kistler, Bruce Comstock). Environmental engineering: Eco-Design & Engineering,
Plain City, Ohio (Scott Sonnenburg,
ASLA). Civil engineer: Johnson & Anderson
Inc., Waterford, Michigan (John Emig,
Greg Gucwa, Jim Dietrick). Education consultants: Dick Braun, Salley DeRoo, and
John Covert. Wildlife habitat consultant: Bruce
Kingsbury, Indiana-Purdue University,
Fort Wayne, Indiana. Geotechnical engineer:
CTI and Associates Inc., Brighton, Michigan. General contractor (building): JM Olson
Corporation, St. Clair Shores, Michigan.
General contractor (site): Warren Contractors,
Detroit.
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Resources

 Plan a visit to the James Clarkson Envi-

ronmental Discovery Center at Indian
Springs Metropark in White Lake, Michigan: http://www.metroparks.com/parks/pk_
indian_springs.php.
Read about some other Midwestern
prairie restorations:
 “Restoring the Midwestern Landscape,”
by Darrel G. Morrison; Landscape Architecture, October 1975.
 “Design on the Prairie,” by Mary Myers;
Landscape Architecture, February 2007.
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ASLA 2008 Professional Awards
General Design Category
Descriptive Data Summary
Entry Number: 338
Project Title: James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center
Project Location: White Lake Township, Michigan
Project Type: Environmental Learning Center
Project Statement:
The James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center is dedicated to the exploration and
celebration of the natural environment, educating users on the importance of biodiversity, native
habitats, and environmental protection. Restored ecosystems and their associated wildlife
inhabitants are within an arm’s length, optimizing interaction with the natural world, while
preserving and protecting its sensitive ecological areas and endangered species. Interpretation
of the area’s hydrology is articulated through the rehabilitation and creation of wetland, prairie,
and forest ecosystems. And kids think it’s really cool, too.
Project Narrative:
The James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center is envisioned as a place of learning, play,
and gathering that seeks to open a window on the beauty and diversity of the natural world that
exists in Southeast Michigan. The 70-acre center, located within Huron-Clinton Metropolitan
Authority’s (HCMA) 2,215 acre Indian Springs Metropark is dedicated to the exploration and
celebration of the natural environment. Situated at the headwaters to the Huron River, the
interpretation of the area’s hydrology is articulated through the rehabilitation and creation of
wetland, prairie, and forest ecosystems. These ecosystems establish an ecological vocabulary,
revealing the influences and processes that shaped the Midwestern landscape. The center’s
infrastructure elements are sited to optimize the visitor’s interaction with the natural world, while
preserving and protecting its sensitive ecological areas and endangered species.
The landscape architect led a multi-disciplinary team of designers, scientists, engineers,
educators, and architects in the creation of the James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center.
The focus from the outset was to take advantage of the diversity of ecosystems present within the
park, and to make it a unique and extraordinary educational platform. At the outset, the project
team collaborated with an educational committee, HCMA and research scientists in designing a
master plan to be used by the park system to achieve educational goals set for the site. Rather
than take a passive role in education efforts, the committee served to establish criteria and “fit”
the restoration into actual school programs. The master plan includes teacher-training sessions,
research, activities and exhibits for the Environmental Education Center and activities for groups
of elementary through college age students. The plan also addresses methods to generate
community involvement and interest, both in the general public and the educational community.
The goal is to use the site to teach about ecosystems and to give visitors an appreciation of the
complexity of natural systems and the interrelationships between all aspects of nature, including
the role of human beings.
Based on the master plan, the bio-diversity of the site was celebrated and augmented through the
restorations of the following ecosystems: prairie barrens, shortgrass prairie, tallgrass prairie, and
a sedge-fen-lake complex. This large-scale ecosystem restoration required the landscape
architect to coordinate the expertise of the entire team, understanding complex issues related to
site hydrology, native plant species, and stormwater control, and endangered species
preservation. The landscape architect utilized the site’s natural 40 feet of grade change in order
to help reestablish the various eco-systems that would naturally assimilate to the different microclimatic conditions. This allowed the reestablishment of more than 170 plant species. Using the
high watertable as a result of the headwaters, a sedge fen lake was dug to create additional
educational opportunities and study of open water systems.

ASLA 2008 Professional Awards
General Design Category
Descriptive Data Summary
Preservation of endangered species (Eastern Massasauga Rattlesnake, Blanding’s Turtle,
Henslow’s Sparrow) was carefully considered along with efforts to enhance habitats for additional
species. Through the development of the prairie complex and, in particular, the prairie barrens’
lupine ecosystem, ideal conditions were created including larval food and nectar in efforts to
reintroduce the endangered Karnar Blue Butterfly to the Metropark. Sand Hill Cranes have
already returned to the project site as a result of ecosystem restoration.
The interaction of the site and the Environmental Education Center is the key to the success of
the project ecologically, and educationally. The building is designed as an extension of the site
with the landscape architect locating the building as a continuation of a ridgeline. The copper roof
engages the ground on the front of the structure while the glass façade opens across the kettle
lake to the restored prairies and meadows behind. The location of the building is also strategic in
visually separating the parking area from the restored ecosystems. The architect engaged the
progression of the natural environment within the structure by entering at a floor above the water
level, proceeding down a level to the first floor at water level and completing the journey on the
lower floor, located under the water level. Students can submerge themselves in the middle of the
kettle pond, because the classroom itself is a plexiglass room extending to the middle of the
pond, an idea originated in the master plan by the landscape architect.
The James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center also includes a working outdoor laboratory.
The Muck Pond adjacent to the Environmental Education Center is a few short steps away from
the microscopes of the wet lab. Boardwalks allow students to collect samples and study the
microorganisms found in the wetlands.
Additional features of the site design include the Council Rings which are a series of precast
stone rings based upon the Jens Jenson model and repeated throughout the Environmental
Discovery Center. Each is located in a unique ecosystem setting to allow the educators and park
environmentalists a teaching platform for the various school groups. As another marriage of
educational and aesthetic considerations, a Demonstration Garden has been created to introduce
the public to the native plant species found throughout the Metropark.
Sustainable practices were utilized throughout the site and building development efforts. In
particular, a geothermal system is used to heat and cool the building, and during summer months
this geothermally heated water is piped and used at an adjacent Metropark “spray zone.” The
spray zone water is then collected and used for irrigation in at the Indian Springs Golf Course. In
addition, bioswales are utilized within the parking area to collect and clean the stormwater runoff
prior to releasing it into the site’s various wetland systems.
Construction of the project was phased over several years. The initial phase graded and
reestablished the natural contours and established the prairie seeding. Years of farming and
fertilization required extensive remedial work to eliminate the dormant weed and invasive seed
bank through the use of fire and herbicides. A comprehensive implementation and management
program began with an early spring prescribed burn and was followed by a series of herbicide
treatments extending into late fall. This preparation period was critical to the successful
establishment of the prairie complex. Once the site had been thoroughly prepared and conditions
were conducive for planting, the seed mixes were integrated in to the top ¼” of soil. The prairie
began to take form with the arrival of spring. The increasing temperatures warmed the soil,
ending the months of dormancy for the seed. The result was germination, growth and a prairie
restored.
The James Clarkson Environmental Discovery Center is a celebration of nature and a gateway to
understanding through education. The ecosystems and gardens are celebrated as places of
gathering and knowledge, which open a window on the diversity and beauty of the native world. It
is a center of learning and discovery where appreciation for the interdependency of living
organisms is renewed with each visit. The unique educational outreach opportunities
contemplated in the master plan continue as the influence of the center on the environment and
on its visitors continues to grow.

